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ABSTRACT 
A new fingerprint compression algorithmic supported sparse illustration is introduced, getting associated over complete 
dictionary from a group of fingerprint patches permits to represent them as a distributed linear combination 
of wordbook atoms. In this paper, we have a tendency to think about the impact of assorted factors on compression results. The 
experiments demonstrate that our algorithmic is economical compared with many competitory compression techniques (JPEG, 
JPEG 2000, K-SVD and WSQ), particularly at high compression ratios. The results can facilitate application developers to 
settle on a decent rippling compression system for his or her applications. 
Keywords: -JPEG, JPEG2000, K-SVD and WSQ  

1. INTRODUCTION 
Fingerprint identification is one in every of the foremost well-known and publicized statistics, due to their 
singularity and consistency over time fingerprints are used for identification for over a century, additional recently 
turning into machine-driven (i.e. a biometric) attributable to advancement in computing capabilities. In this era of 
technology the foremost vital issue is space for storing. The transmission of pictures 
consumes lots of house. Compression is one in every of key technique in finding this downside. Image compression 
exploits redundancy to attain reduction within the actual quantity of information with or without quality info loss in 
keeping with sure rules through remodel and combination.  Many compression algorithms are in follow, like DPCM, 
JPEG, SPIHT and JPEG2000, etc. despite the fact that there area unit several applications for compression very 
little work has been exhausted the progressive retrieval of pictures. The formula ought to offer efficient and progressive 
compression and decompression for gray-scale and color icon (.bmp) images the applying provides economical and 
versatile compression for icon (.bmp) images with variable compression ratios, applying finds use in transmission 
of pictures, storage of pictures moreover as image mining. The overall goal of compression is to represent a 
picture with the littlest attainable no of bits,thereby rushing transmission and minimizing storage necessities. 
Compression is of 2 types-lossless and lossy. In lossless compression schemes the reconstructed image once 
compression is numerically the image of the first image. But lossless compression will achieve a modest quantity of 
compression. Lossy schemes although it doesn't allow good reconstruction of the first image will give satisfactorily 
quality at a fraction of the first bit rate. Large volumes of fingerprints square measure collected and keep daily in an 
exceedingly big selection of applications, including forensics, access management etc., and square measure evident 
from the info of Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) that contains over seventy million 
fingerprints. Associate automatic recognition of people supported fingerprints needs that the input fingerprint be 
matched with candidates within an outsized variety of fingerprints. Since giant volume of knowledge in an 
exceedingly info consumes additional amount of memory, the data contained in fingerprints should, therefore, be 
compressed by extracting solely visible components. Fingerprint pictures exhibit characteristic high energy in bound 
high frequency bands ensuing from the ridge-valley pattern and alternative structures. To account for this property, 
the moving ridge customary for lossy fingerprint compression. The DCT-based encoder is thought as compression of 
stream of 8X8 little blocks of pictures. This remodel has been adopted in JPEG the JPEG compression theme has 
several benefits like simplicity, catholicity and availability. However, it's a foul performance at low bit-rates mainly due 
to the underlying block-based DCT theme. For this reason, as early as 1995, the JPEG-committee began to develop a 
replacement wavelet-based compression normal for still images, specifically JPEG 2000. The DWT-based algorithms 
include 3 steps: a DWT computation of the normalized image, division of the DWT coefficients and lossless coding of 
the quantity coefficients. Compared with JPEG, JPEG 2000 provides many options that support climbable and 
interactive access to large-sized image. It conjointly permits extraction of various resolutions, constituent fidelities, 
regions of interest, elements and etc. The area unit many alternative DWT-based algorithms, like Set Partitioning 
in gradable Trees (SPIHT) algorithmic program. 
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2. JPEG 
JPEG stands for Joint Photographic specialists cluster. `Joint Photographic specialists Group' or JPEG standard has 
been established by ISO (International Standards Organization) and IEC (International Electro-Technical 
Commission). The performance of those coders typically degrades at low bit-rates principally thanks to the underlying 
block-based separate trigonometric function Transform (DCT) theme. The JPEG customary specifies 3 modes 
specifically serial, progressive, and hierarchic for lossy secret writing, and one mode of lossless secret writing.  It works 
well on photographic pictures. It is a lossy technique The DCT-based encoder will be thought of as primarily 
compression of a stream of 8x8 blocks of image samples. Each 8x8 block makes its method through every process step, 
and yields output in compressed kind into the data stream. as a result of adjacent image pixels are extremely 
correlative, the `forward' DCT (FDCT)processing step lays the inspiration for achieving knowledge compression by 
concentrating most of the signal within the lower abstraction frequencies. For a typical 8x8 sample block from a typical 
supply image, most of the abstraction frequencies have zero or near-zero amplitude and wish not be encoded. In 
principle, the DCT introduces no loss to the supply image samples; it simply transforms them to a website during 
which they will be a lot of expeditiously encoded. After output from the FDCT, every of the sixty four DCT coefficients 
is uniformly amount conjunction with a fastidiously designed 64-element division Table (QT). At the decode, the 
quantized values are increased by the corresponding QT parts to recover the first unquantized values. Once division, all 
of the amount coefficients are ordered into the "zigzag" sequence. This ordering helps to facilitate entropy encryption 
by inserting low-frequency non-zero coefficients before high-frequency coefficients. The DC constant, that contains a 
significant fraction of the overall image energy, is differentially encoded. Entropy secret writing (EC) achieves extra 
compression lossless by secret writing the quintal DCT coefficients a lot of succinctly supported their applied math 
characteristics. The JPEG proposal specifies both Huffman secret writing and arithmetic secret writing. The baseline 
ordered codec uses Huffman coding, however codec’s with each strategies area unit fixed for all modes of operation. 
Arithmetic coding, although a lot of complicated, commonly achieves 5-10% higher compression than Huffman 
coding. The use of uniformly sized blocks simplified the compression system, however it doesn't take into account the 
irregular shapes inside the $64000 pictures as in fingerprint pictures .Degradation happens which is understood as 
interference result and it depends on the block size. a bigger block ends up in additional efficient secret writing 
however needs additional process power. Image distortion is a smaller amount annoying for small than for giant DCT 
blocks. Thus additional existing systems use blocks of 8x8 or 16x16 pixels as a compromise between secret writing 
potency and image quality. 
STEPS 

1. Divide the image into 8x8 sub pictures. 
2. Shift the gray-levels within vary [-128, 127]. 
3. Apply DCT on the divided image (64 constants are going to obtained: one DC coefficient         and sixty three AC 

coefficients. 
4. Quantize the coefficients and therefore the lesser coefficients square measure set to zero. 
5. Order the coefficients mistreatment zigzag ordering and therefore the coefficients obtained square measure so as of 

increasing frequency.  

3. JPEG 2000 
Since the middle Nineteen Eighties, members from each the ITU and also the ISO are operating along to ascertain a 
joint international commonplace for the compression of grayscale and color still pictures, this effort has been referred to 
as JPEG, the Joint Photographic consultants cluster. With continual growth of transmission and Web application, the 
{requirements the wants} and requirements of the technologies used grew and evolved. In March 1997 a brand 
new concern contributions was launched for the event of a brand new commonplace for the compression of 
still pictures, the JPEG 2000 commonplace. This comes, JTC 1.29.14 was supposed to form afresh image writing for 
various kinds of still pictures (bi-level, gray level, color, multi component) , with totally different characteristics 
(natural pictures, scientific, medical, remote sensing, text, rendered graphics, etc,)permitting totally different imagine 
models(client /server , period transmission , image library depository , restricted buffer and information 
measure resources , etc.) ideally inside a unified system. The design of the quality follows after, with the outline of 
the covering multi component transformations, wavelets transforms, division and entropy cryptography. a number 
of the foremost vital options of the quality square measure conferred next, like region – of – 
interest cryptography, measurability, visual weight, and error resilience and file format aspects. 
3.1 THE JPEG 2000 COMPRESSION ENGINE 
The encoder, the separate remodel is 1st applied on the source image information. The remodel coefficients are then 
quantized and entropy coded before forming the output code stream (bit stream). The decoder is that the reverse of the 
encoder. The code stream is 1st entropy decoded, dequantized, and inverse separate reworked, so ensuing in the 
reconstructed image information. Though this general diagram appears like the one for the standard JPEG, there are 
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radical variations altogether of the processes of each block of the diagram. a fast summary of the whole system is as 
follows: 

 
1. The supply image is rotten into parts. 
2. The image parts square measure (optionally) rotten into rectangular tiles. The tile component is that the basic unit 

of the initial or reconstructed image.  
3. A moving ridge remodel is applied on every tile. The tile is decomposed into completely different resolution levels. 
4. The decomposition levels square measure created from sub bands of coefficients that describe the frequency 

characteristics of local areas of the tile parts, instead of across the entire image element. 
5. The sub bands of coefficients square measure quantity and picked up into rectangular arrays of “code blocks.” 
6. The bit planes of the coefficients in a very code block (i.e., the bits of equal significance across the coefficients in a 

very code block) square measure entropy coded. 
7.  The encryption is wiped out such the way those sure regions.  Of interest is coded at a better quality than the 

background.  

4. K-SVD 
Present a replacement method—the K-SVD algorithm—generalizing the K- means cluster method. K-SVD 
is associate unvarying methodology that alternates between distributed committal to writing of the 
examples supported We  this wordbook and a method of change the wordbook atoms to higher match the info. The 
update of the wordbook columns is combined with associate update of the distributed representations, 
thereby fast convergence. The K-SVD formula is versatile and might work with any pursuit methodology (e.g., basis 
pursuit, FOCUSS, or matching pursuit). We tend to analyze this formula and demonstrate its 
results each on artificial tests and in applications 
on real image knowledge. Applications that may have the benefit of the sparseness and over completeness concepts 
(together or separately) embody compression, regularization in inverse issues, feature extraction, and more. Indeed, the 
success of the JPEG2000 secret writing normal will be attributed to the sparseness of the ripple coefficients of natural 
images. 
4.1 K-SVD ALGORITHM 
In this section, we tend to introduce the K-SVD rule for training of dictionaries. This rule is versatile and works in 
conjunction with any pursuit rule. As such, once forced to figure with one atom per signal, it trains a dictionary for the 
gain-shape VQ. The K-SVD is very economical, as a result of an efficient sparse writing and a Gauss–Seidel-like 
accelerated wordbook update technique. The algorithm’s steps square measure coherent with every 
there, each operating towards the step-down of a transparent overall objective perform. 
4.2 K-Means Algorithm for Vector Quantization 
A codebook that has K codeword’s is to represent a large family of vectors    Y   (N >> K) by nearest neighbor 
assignment. This results in economical compression of these signals as clusters in IRn encompassing the chosen code 
words. As a facet note, we tend to cue the reader that supported the expectation maximization procedure, the K –
suggests that is extended to counsel a Fuzzy assignment and a variance matrix for every cluster, in order that the 
info area unit sculptures as a mix of Gaussians. 
 
 
4.3 K-SVD Generalizing the K-Means 
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We minimize the expression in (1) iteratively. First , we tend to fix D and aim to seek out the simplest constant matrix 
X that may be found. As finding the really best X is not possible, we tend to use an approximation pursuit methodology. 
Any such rule are often used for the calculation of the constant, as long because it will provide an answer with a set and 
planned range of non zero entries T0. 

 
4.4 K – SVD Detailed Description 
Consider the thin cryptography stage wherever we have a tendency to assume that D is fastened, and contemplate the 
higher than improvement downside as a research for thin illustration with coefficients summarized within the matrix 
X. The SVD finds the nearest rank- one matrix that approximates Ek and this can effectively minimize the errors.  
4.4.1 K–SVD implementation details 

• When victimization approximation strategies with a set range of coefficients, we have a tendency to found that 
FOCUSS proves to be the most effective in terms of obtaining the most effective out of every iteration. 

• When a lexicon component isn't getting used “enough” (relative to the amount of lexicon parts and to the amount of 
samples), it might be replaced with the smallest                      
amount diagrammatical signal component, when being normalized   (the illustration is measured while 
not the lexicon component that's reaching to be replaced). Since the amount of information parts is way larger 
than the amount of lexicon parts, and since our model assumption suggests that the lexicon atoms square 
measure of equal importance, such replacement is incredibly effective in avoiding native minima and over fitting. 

• Similar to the thought of removal of unpopular parts from the lexicon, we have a tendency to found that it's terrible 
effective to prune the lexicon from having too-close parts. If so such a combine of atoms is found (based on their 
absolute real number exceptional some threshold), one in every of those parts ought to be removed and replaced 
with the smallest amount diagrammatical signal component. 

5. WSQ FINGERPRINT COMPRESSION 
5.1 Supposed Use of WSQ Compression 
The WSQ compression technique developed by the FBI and alternative entities was designed to compress supply 
fingerprint pictures between ratios of ten to one and twenty to one. At these compression ratios, sufficient friction ridge 
and pore detail is maintained for the needs of identification, by fingerprint matching hardware and by human latent 
fingerprint examiners. The technique is designed to discard data that isn't necessary for the reconstruction of a 
fingerprint image usable by a latent fingerprint examiner to form a positive identification and by devices which classify 
the fingerprint pattern and extract detail by mechanized suggests that. Minutia, that is, the friction ridge endings and 
bifurcations, area unit the options by that fingerprint patterns are distinguished from each other. 
5.2 The supply Fingerprint Image 
This loss compression technique produces best results once the supply fingerprint image could be a result of scanning 
associate degree inked or natural action fingerprint image from a card, or the output image created by a lives can 
fingerprint capture device with a spatial resolution from five hundred to 520 samples per in. in each the vertical 
associate degreed horizontal directions and an intensity resolution of 8 bits. The supply image is additionally needed to 
be continuous tone (i.e. having a fairly diverse intensity bar chart with significant contribution from picture element 
values apart from white (integer price 255) and black (integer price 0). the explanations for these necessities are:  
1. victimization but the specified special resolution leads to a supply image with options too tiny to supply a significant 
end in the rippling analysis, leading to loss of those features within the division step of the WSQ coding method. 
2. A supply image with but eight bits per picture element in intensity resolution will sure from high loss of knowledge 
within the division step of the WSQ coding method.  3. Supply pictures with most of their picture element intensities 
consisting of white and black can exhibit excessive \ringing" or \echoes" within the reconstructed image, again, ensuing 
from information discarded within the division step of WSQ coding. Using a supply fingerprint image with the proper 
characteristics can turn out a reconstructed fingerprint image remarkably the same as the supply fingerprint image. 
5.3 Run-Length secret writing and decryption in WSQ 
This secret writing theme uses integers, either 8-bit or 16-bit, to represent long sequences of zeros (called runs) in an 
exceedingly sub band that result from scalar quantization. Solely sequences of zeros are coded with RLE. The lengths 
of those zero-runs square measure encoded with Human secret writing as described within the next segment. 
Throughout the run length decryption method, the integers that indicate a zero run square measure decoded from the 
Human encoded bit stream and zeros square measure deposited in the sub band in preparation for moving ridge 
synthesis. A lot of info concerning this can be found in the section concerning Human committal to writing. 
5.4 Progressive Transmission 
To facilitate the chance of transmittal a half-resolution or quarter-resolution image victimization the WSQ Speciation, 
frequency sub bands are separated into three teams. Cryptography the rest cluster to completion yields a picture one-
quarter the resolution of the initial supply image. A half-resolution image may be obtained by cryptography the rest 2 
sub band teams. Decoding all sub band teams to completion reconstructs the full-sized image. This feature is believed 
to and application once somebody's is exploring through several pictures to and candidate matches. The fact that a 
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smaller portion of the whole information is transmitted and processed to provide fractional resolution pictures quickens 
the search method and eliminates redundant processing and transmission information measure usage. This 
segmentation conjointly permits the calculation of three independent Human secret writing tables to additional 
optimize the compression performance of WSQ. 
5.5 Marker Codes 
Marker codes are two-byte sequences, the rest of that could be a computer memory unit with all bits set to one, ending 
with a computer memory unit indicating the kind of marker. Some marker codes permit the WSQ encoded lupus to be 
quickly explore for things of interest like the Human tables, ripple  later coefficients (i.e., tap values), and image 
dimensions. Others permit recovery from bit or computer memory unit errors encountered as results of dangerous 
storage media, or interference throughout transmission. A description of the marker secondary computer memory unit 
contents and there that means seems in Table 2. Note that the second computer memory unit can ne'er be all '0' bits as a 
result of this sequence is reserved for the purpose of indicating AN all '1's computer memory unit generated by the 
Human engineer. A number of the additional helpful marker codes are begin Frame, begin Sub band cluster, begin 
ripple Filter faucet Table, Start Quantization Tables, and begin Human Tables. 

6. CONCLUSION 
The different compression techniques adapted to compress the image is studied especially at high compression ratios. 
One of the main difficulties in developing compression algorithms for fingerprints resides in the need for preserving 
the minutiae which are used in the identification. The optimization algorithm for solving the sparse representation need 
to be investigated. Optimization of code to reduce the complexity of the different compression techniques has to be 
improved. 
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